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Maintaining score interchangeability and scale consistency is crucial for any testing programs that administer multiple forms across years. The use of a multiple linking design, which involves equating a new form to multiple old forms and averaging the conversions, has been proposed to control scale drift. However, the use of multiple linking often conflicts with the need for minimizing old item/form exposure and the need for pretesting. This study tried to find a balance point where the needs for equating, item/form exposure and controlling, and pretesting can be satisfied. Three equating scenarios were examined using real data: equating to one old form, equating to two old forms, or equating to three old forms. The finding is that the equating based on one old form produced persistent score drift and also showed increased variability in score means and standard deviations over time. In contrast, equating back to two or three old forms produced much more stable conversions and had less variation. Overall, equating based on multiple linking designs shows the promise of producing more consistent results and preventing scale drift. We recommend that testing programs and practitioners consider the use of multiple linking whenever possible.
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For any testing program that administers multiple forms per year across many years, it is crucial to maintain score comparability and scale consistency. Test score equating is used to adjust for form difficulty differences such that the resulting scores can be used interchangeably. However, the act of equating test scores does not necessarily ensure score interchangeability. Equating is subject to error: systematic error, random error, or both.

Haberman and Dorans (2011) described conditions that are likely to lead to sound equating: tests are perfectly parallel or nearly so, populations are fairly stable, and equating samples are representative and large enough such that sampling error is minimal. If all of these conditions are met, measurement is flawless and the score scale can be well-maintained in this ideal world. However, when these ideal conditions are not met in the real world, error is inevitable, and scale drift is inevitable. As discussed by Kolen (2006, p. 169), “Even though an equating process can maintain the score scale for some time, the cumulative effects of changes might result in scores at one time being not comparable with scores at a later time.”

One method that has been used for over 60 years to control scale drift is the use of a multiple linking design: a new form is equated back to multiple old forms instead of a single old form, and the final conversion is the average of multiple conversions. Donlon and Angoff (1971) reported that the SAT® test began linking each new form back to two old forms in the mid-1950s in order to control better for scale drift. Harris and Kolen (1994) examined the ACT scale stability by readministering and re-equating two forms that were previously administered and equated. They found that the raw-to-scale conversions were somewhat different when the same form was equated to different reference forms. They suggested that the best procedure might be to combine the results of the two equatings and average the two equating results to obtain the final conversion.

Kolen and Brennan (2004) provided an analytical explanation, which shows that the random equating error variance of the average conversion over two links was less than the equating error variance for either of the individual links. In a later study, Hanson, Harris, and Kolen (1997) used empirical data from ACT Assessment and compared random equating error variance when using single versus multiple equating links under the random groups design. The result was consistent with...
Kolen and Brennan’s example: the equating error variance for averages across links was less than or equal to the equating error variance for any of the individual links.

Besides reducing equating error variance, equating based on multiple links is potentially less sensitive to the effects of old-form scaling. If a new form is equated to a single old form and the old form happens to have a quite high raw-to-scale conversion, the new form tends to have a high raw-to-scale conversion. Lawrence (1990) found that when a new form is equated to different old forms, the mean difference could be 5 to 10 points on the 200-to-800 SAT scale. Hence, she proposed to equate a new SAT form to four old forms, a practice which has been employed for SAT equating since 1995. This four-old-form linking plan has been proved effective, producing very stable conversions. Haberman, Guo, Liu, and Dorans (2008) examined the consistency of SAT I Reasoning Test raw-to-scale conversions during the period from April 1995 to December 2003. They found that the raw-to-scale variability is small. The results strongly suggest that equating has been rather effective at reducing the impact on scores of variation in form characteristics, which is precisely the purpose of equating.

The use of multiple old-form linkings, on the other hand, has its own complications. It requires more old-form exposure, which could be a big risk, especially for tests presented on the Internet. If a testing program collects pretest data in operational administrations, the anchor items needed for the additional equatings could potentially reduce the number of items that can be pretested, which in turn can cause problems for developing new forms. Hence, the use of multiple old-form linkings to produce more accurate and stable equatings needs to be balanced with the need for pretesting and minimizing the old-form exposure, without compromising the quality of equating.

The purpose of this study is to find a balance point that can accommodate the need for equating, pretesting, and item exposure control. As SAT equating involves four old forms, it provides us with an opportunity to examine and to compare the results based on single-, two-, three-, and four-old-form linkings, and to explore their effects in maintaining scale consistency. Hence, we use SAT data in this study for illustration purposes.

**Data Collection Design**

**Four-Old-Form Linking Design**

Each equating between a new form X and an old form Y has two components: a raw-to-raw equating function and a raw-to-scale scaling function. The first step is to obtain a raw-to-raw equating function, \( y = e(x) \), that transforms X-raw-score to Y-raw-score. The second step is to convert the equated raw score of X to the reporting scale of Y, through a scaling function \( s(y) \) that maps the raw scores of Y to the scale. The first step of raw-to-raw equating function and the second step of the raw-to-scale scaling function are composed to convert the raw scores of X onto the reporting scale of Y. The composition function, \( s(x) = s(e(x)) \), is called the score conversion function for X (Holland & Dorans, 2006).

As mentioned above, each new SAT form is equated back to four old forms. For each pair of new-form/old-form equating, there is a different raw-to-raw equating function and a raw-to-scale scaling function:

\[
\sigma_i(x) = \sigma_i \cdot e_i(x),
\]

where \( i = 1, …, 4 \). An average across the four equatings defines the operational conversion,

\[
\sigma_{final}(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{4} w_i \sigma_i(x),
\]

where \( w_i \) is the weight assigned to the \( i \)th new-form/old-form equating.

The data were collected from 44 SAT I Verbal and Mathematics forms administered from March 1995 to December 2003, a relatively stable period for SAT during which there was no test redesign. During that period, there were six administrations each year when new forms were administered. We use M1 (Month 1), M2 (Month 2) …, and M6 (Month 6) to designate different administrations. As mentioned above, each new form was equated to four old forms, and a weighted average conversion was created as the final operational conversion. Among the four old forms, one old form was administered to a population that was similar to the new form population in ability. We name this old form “short leg” (SL). The other three old forms are called “long leg” (LL). The test-taking population across these three LL administrations composes the majority of the college bound cohort group. In the following discussion, we use the terms SL, LL1, LL2, and LL3 to designate each of the old forms.
We examined different equating scenarios where a new form was equated to one old form, two old forms, or three old forms. The conversions were compared to the operational conversions that were based on four-old-form equating.

**One-Old-Form Linking Design**

What would have happened if a new form had been equated to only one old form? In this scenario, we equated each new form $X$ to the corresponding SL only. The old form SL was chosen because the population taking SL is usually similar to the population taking form $X$ in ability.

Table 1 provides a demonstration of the one-old-form linking design. For example, for forms administered in M1 in each year, the linking plan works in the following way:

- The starting point is the form administered in M1 of 1995.
- The 1995 M1 form became the SL of the 1996 M1 form. The 1996 M1 form was equated back to the 1995 M1 form only, and the raw-to-scale conversion was derived based on this single link.
- The 1996 M1 form became the SL to which the 1997 M1 form was equated. The newly derived conversion for the 1996 M1 form in the above step served as the reference form conversion.
- Similarly, the newly derived 1997 M1 conversion served as the reference form conversion when the 1998 M1 form was equated to the 1997 M1 form, and so on.

**Two-Old-Form Linking Design**

In this linking scenario, we equated each new form back to two old forms. For each new form $X$, the corresponding old form SL was always included for the sake of equating quality and scale stability. The other old form was one of the LLs, and it was alternated across administrations within the year and between years. The rationale for this alternation is to avoid building up certain strains.

Table 2 lists the braiding plan for the two-old-form equating in 1997. As can be seen from Table 2, we started applying this plan with the 1997 forms because some old forms were administered 2 years prior. For the new form $X$ that was given in M1 1997, the old forms were SL1 and LL3. Moving forward, the new form administered in M2 1997 was equated back...
Table 2 Equating Design Based on Two, Three, and Four Old Forms in 1997

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New form</th>
<th>Two-old-form linking</th>
<th>Three-old-form linking</th>
<th>Four-old-form linking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>SL1 1/2</td>
<td>SL1 1/2</td>
<td>SL1 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/2</td>
<td>LL2 1/4</td>
<td>LL1 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL1 1/4</td>
<td>LL2 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>SL2 1/2</td>
<td>SL2 1/2</td>
<td>SL2 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL2 1/2</td>
<td>LL1 1/4</td>
<td>LL1 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/4</td>
<td>LL2 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>SL3 1/2</td>
<td>SL3 1/2</td>
<td>SL3 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL1 1/2</td>
<td>LL3 1/4</td>
<td>LL1 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL2 1/4</td>
<td>LL2 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4</td>
<td>SL4 1/2</td>
<td>SL4 1/2</td>
<td>SL4 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/2</td>
<td>LL2 1/4</td>
<td>LL1 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL1 1/4</td>
<td>LL2 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M5</td>
<td>SL5 1/2</td>
<td>SL5 1/2</td>
<td>SL5 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL2 1/2</td>
<td>LL1 1/4</td>
<td>LL1 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/4</td>
<td>LL2 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6</td>
<td>SL6 1/2</td>
<td>SL6 1/2</td>
<td>SL6 1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL1 1/2</td>
<td>LL3 1/4</td>
<td>LL1 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL2 1/4</td>
<td>LL2 1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LL3 1/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M = month; LL = long leg; SL = short leg.

to old forms SL2 and LL2, and the new form administered in M3 1997 was equated to old forms SL3 and LL1. Note the three long legs LL3, LL2, and LL1, finished one cycle across these three administrations. Another rotation of long legs LL3-2-1 started with the M4 1997 form and ended with the M6 1997 form. In the final conversion, the SL and the LL were each weighted 50%.

Three-Old-Form Linking Design

In the scenario of three-old-form linking design, each new form was equated back to three old forms. Again, one of the old forms was the corresponding SL, and the two LLs were the ones that were not used in the two-old-form equating for that particular form. For the form that was administered in M1 of 1997, LL1 and LL2 were used because LL3 was used in the two-old-form equating. Similarly, LL1 and LL3 were used to equate the M2 form, and LL3 and LL2 were used to equate the M3 form. The SL conversion was weighted 50%, and each of the LL conversions was weighted 25%. The pattern was repeated with the M4, M5, and M6 forms.

The rotation is not only alternated within a year, but also across years. In 1998, we started with LL2 in the M1 administration for the two-old-form equating plan. LL1 moved up for M2, and LL3 shifted down for M3. So the LL pattern was LL2-1-3. In 1999, the pattern was LL1-3-2. The three-old-form linking design alternated correspondingly as well.

Comparison Indexes

As the four-old-form linking plan has been proved effective, producing very stable conversions (Haberman et al., 2008), and our purpose is to find out a way to balance the equating needs and needs for pretesting and/or minimizing old-form exposure, we use the operational conversions that are based on the four-old-form equating as the criterion.

Difference Plots of Conversions

The difference plot, newly derived conversions based on one-, two- or three-old-form equatings minus the operational conversions based on four-old-form equating, is the most direct means of assessing conversion difference. At each score point level, the new conversion is compared to the criterion.
**Differences in Means and Standard Deviations**

We also compute average scores that were obtained from use of the four-old-form conversion versus average scores that would have been obtained from use of the one-, two-, and three-old-form conversions, respectively, as well as the difference in these score standard deviations.

**Difference That Matters (DTM)**

To evaluate the relative magnitude of a difference in score conversions, we adopted the notion of score differences that matter (DTM), proposed by Dorans and Feigenbaum (1994). In this study, the DTM was defined as 5 scaled score points, which is half of the SAT score unit. Note that this difference is best thought of as an indifference threshold. Any differences less than the DTM are considered not big enough to warrant any concern, as they are smaller than the smallest difference that might actually matter.

**Results**

In this section, we present the results by first showing the difference in conversions between each pair of one- versus four-old-form equating, two- versus four-old-form equating, and three- versus four-old-form equating. We then summarize the mean differences based on different numbers of old-form equating. As there is a very similar pattern between Verbal and Math results, we only present the Verbal results in this section.

**Difference Plots of Conversions**

**One- Versus Four-Old-Form Equating**

The differences of raw-to-scale conversions between the one-old-form equating and four-old-form equating are examined for each strain of the six administrations (e.g., in the strain of M1/M2/…/M6 administrations) from 1996 to 2003.

Figure 1 is the difference plot of raw-to-scale conversions between one-old-form equating and four-old-form equating across all the M2 forms. The 1996 M2 form raw-to-scale conversion based on one-old-form equating was very close to the actual conversion that was based on the four-old-form equating, as the difference plot was intertwining with the zero line. The largest difference was smaller than 2, well below the DTM threshold of 5.

Moving forward, the raw-to-scale conversion for the 1997 M2 form based on one-old-form equating started to deviate more from the operational conversion derived from the four-old-form equating, although the difference was still not quite obvious. As mentioned above, the 1997 M2 one-old-form equating used the conversion based on 1996 M2 one-old-form equating. If we consider the 1995 M2 form as the starting point, then the 1996 M2 form equating involved one intermediate equating (from 1995), whereas the 1997 M2 form equating had two intermediate equatings involved (from 1995 and 1996). When increasing numbers of intermediate equatings were involved, it can be observed that the differences tended to get larger and larger. Not surprisingly, the largest differences occurred for 2003, where the differences were approaching 30 points at the top and bottom of the scale range, and were larger than DTM across virtually the entire scale range.

**Two- Versus Four-Old-Form Equating**

Figure 2 shows the differences of raw-to-scale conversions between two-old-form equating and four-old-form equating across all the M2 forms. Comparing to Figure 1, the score drift due to the intermediate equating effects was dramatically reduced: the largest differences were around the extremes of the scale, yet they did not exceed ±10 points. In the middle of the scale, the differences were not larger than the DTM. Although the 2003 M2 form still deviated a little further than the 1997 M2 form did, the difference is no longer that obvious.

**Three- Versus Four-Old-Form Equating**

The difference plots between three-old-form equating and four-old-form equating are shown in Figure 3. With this comparison, the biggest differences over the tails did not even exceed the DTM threshold. Across the majority of the scale range, all the difference lines are on the top of each other. The score drifting trend is almost diminished.
Figure 1  Month 2 (M2) conversion difference between the one- and four-old-form equatings for SAT I Verbal scores.

Figure 2  Month 2 (M2) conversion difference between the two- and four-old-form equatings for SAT I Verbal scores.
The results for other strains (M3, M4, M5, and M6 forms) exhibited a similar pattern. Among the three equating scenarios, the one-old-form equating produced the most different results from the criterion, whereas the three-old-form equating produced the most similar conversions.

### Difference in Scaled Score Means and Standard Deviations

We also calculated the means and standard deviations for each administration based on one-, two-, and three-old-form equatings, and calculated the mean and standard deviation differences from the four-old-form equating.

Figure 4 illustrates each set of differences. The mean differences between the one- and four-old-form equatings, in the top panel of Figure 4, ranged from $-4$ to $+4$ in 1997. Moving forward, the differences have been increasing, with the mean differences reaching $\pm 8$ points in 2002 and 2003. The variability of the mean differences in each set of administration month is relatively large as well.

The mean differences between the two- and four-old-form equatings, shown in the middle panel of Figure 4, were much smaller. Most of the differences were confined within the $-2$ to $+2$ point range across the 7 years. The variability of the mean differences in each strain of administration month is much smaller as well.

The bottom panel of Figure 4 depicts the mean differences between the three- and four-old-form equatings. As it can be seen, the scaled score mean differences were the smallest, most of which were within $-1$ to $+1$ point range. The variability of the mean differences in each administration month is even smaller.

Figure 5 depicts the standard deviation differences. A very similar pattern is observed: the differences between the one- and four-old-form equatings were the largest among the three sets of comparisons, and the differences between the three- and four-old-form equatings were the relative smallest. In general, the differences tended to get larger over time. The positive differences observed for both the two- and three-old-form differences in 2003 are worthy of investigation and suggest a potential bias that may increase with each additional testing year.

### Discussion

Maintaining score interchangeability and scale consistency is crucial for any testing program that administers multiple forms across years. The use of a multiple linking design, which equates a new form to multiple old forms and averages
the conversions, has been used to control scale drift since the 1950s for the SAT. However, the use of multiple linking can conflict with needs to minimize old item/form exposure and to maximize pretesting.

This study explored how to balance the needs for equating with the need for pretesting/item exposure. Three equating scenarios were examined using real data: equating to one old form, to two old forms, or to three old forms. Each set of the results were compared to those based on equating back to four old forms. The overall finding is very consistent: the equating based on one old form produced largest scale drift relative to the operational conversion. During the studied period, drift increased over time. This set of equatings also showed increased variability in score means and standard deviations over time.

In contrast, equating back to two or three old forms produced much more stable conversions and had less variation. The results based on three-old-form equating were closer to the four-old-form link than those based on two-old-form equating, but the improvement was less than what was observed when the two-old-form results were compared to the one-old-form results.

There are several possible reasons why multiple linking produced more consistent equating results in this study. First, the criterion was the operational conversion, which was based on four forms. Within a calendar year, conversions based on three quarters of the old forms are expected to be closer to the criterion than those based on half of the old forms, which are expected to be closer than those based on one quarter of the old forms. Second, the conversions can be more stabilized by

---

Figure 4 Scaled score mean differences between one-, two-, or three- and four-old-form.
averaging multiple conversions, which can minimize the old-form scaling effects in case a particular old-form conversion is an extreme (too high or too low). Third, the multiple linking design can slow down the process of accumulating equating error and building of equating bias in one direction (Guo, 2010; Haberman & Dorans, 2011). Furthermore, having more than one link for a new form safeguards against a problematic equating: the problematic equating can be downweighted (even given zero weight) in the final conversion if there is sound reason to question the old-form scaling, which can reduce the effect of bias due to one link (Hanson et al., 1997). As multiple links are employed, the occurrence of aberrant old-form scaling decreases.

Overall, equatings based on multiple linking designs produce more consistent results and prevent scale drift. We recommend that testing programs and practitioners consider the use of multiple linking whenever possible. In terms of how many old-form equatings should be adapted, it depends on the program needs, the minimum requirement for equating accuracy and scale stability, the test security situation, and so on. We suggest that a new form should be equated to at least two old forms. This procedure should prevent scale drift and reduce the score variability effectively across administrations. As indicated in this study and by Haberman and Dorans (2011), the need for multiple linkage increases as the number of test administrations increases, because under such circumstances, scale drift may occur even when optimal equating conditions are met (e.g., similar populations, high anchor-total correlation, and tight test specifications).
There are certain limitations in this study. The criterion we used is the actual operational conversion that was derived based on the four-old-form equating, which means that the results for each of the alternative equating methods (two-old-form, three-old-form, and four-old-form) looked better than they would, had we employed independent old-form links. A better design that could avoid the overlap dependency problem in the SAT case, for example, could take the following steps. First, find a form $X$ that was originally administered in year $t$, and readminister this form later, say, in year $t+5$. Re-equate the old form $X$, and derive a new raw-to-scale conversion $S_{(t+5)}:4$, where number "4" indicates that it is a four-old-form linking plan. Compare the new conversion to the original conversion that was obtained in year $t$, $S_t$, and the difference of $S_{(t+5)}:4 - S_t$, indicates the scale drift that occurred during the 5-year period.

The second step is to apply a different equating scenario. For example, how much scale drift would have occurred if a new form had only been equated to one old form? We can employ the same one-old-form linking design used in this study and re-equate all the forms during this period. New conversions will be developed for each form and eventually for the readministered form $X$. We name this new conversion $S_{(t+5)}:1$, where number "1" indicates that it is a one-old-form linking plan. If the scale drift of $S_{(t+5)}:4 - S_t$ is smaller than the scale drift of $S_{(t+5)}:1 - S_t$, then this is direct and quantified evidence that multiple linking can more effectively control scale drift. Similarly, the scale drift based on two- or three-old-form equatings can be estimated and compared to the scale drift based on four-old-form equating. This design could avoid the overlap dependency problem.

In summary, depending on the program needs, a multiple linking design that can maintain scale consistency and control scale drift reasonably well while minimizing form/item exposure and satisfying pretesting needs should be considered for operational use.

Notes
1 During the studied period from March 1995 to December 2003, there were four administrations where reprints were administered instead of new forms. Therefore, the total number of forms was 44 rather than 48.
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